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■ ‘The aim of every political association is the 

preservation of the natural and imprescriptible rights 

of man. These rights are liberty, property, security, and 

resistance to oppression.’ 

– Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen (1789)

■ ‘The State of Nature has a Law of Nature to govern it, 

which obliges everyone: And Reason, which is that 

Law, teaches all Mankind, who will but consult it, that 

being all equal and independent, no one ought to 

harm another in his Life, Health, Liberty or 

Possessions.’

- John Locke, Second Treatise of Government (1689)







But rights for who?

■ The Women’s March on Versailles in October 1689 

sees thousands march and siege the king’s palace at 

Versailles, demanding radical changes amid high 

bread prices and tax increases

■ Many were shocked at the outspoken, confrontational 

behaviour

■ Reformers and radicals were unwilling to extend the 

new freedoms

■ Talleyrand’s new reforms to education were only for 

boys, not girls

■ The revolutionaries were also ambivalent about 

freeing slaves in the profitable colony of Saint 

Domingue. Napoleon eventually reimposes it.



Olympe de Gouges

■ Wrote Declaration of the Rights of 

Woman and the Female Citizen

(1791), arguing for education, 

equality of justice, equal marriages, a 

women’s citizen assembly, and 

opportunities for women

■ ‘Woman, wake up… discover your 

rights. … Oh, women, women! When 

will you cease to be blind? … 

Regardless of what barriers confront 

you, it is in your power to free 

yourselves; you have only to want to… 

Man… Tell me, what gives you 

sovereign empire to oppress my sex?’

■ Executed in 1793…





‘For we are not advising that women be educated in 

such a way that their tendency to curiosity shall be 

developed, but so that their sincerity and contentedness 

may be increased… that enables her to look after her 

household and, to promote the welfare of her husband 

and her family’ – John Comenius, 1657

The Barbarous custom to breed Women low is grown 

general amongst us, and that prevailed so far, that it is 

verily believed (especially amongst a sort of debauched 

sots) that Women are not endued with such Reason, as 

Men; nor capable of improvement by Education, as they 

are. It is looked upon as a monstrous thing; to pretend 

the contrary. A Learned Woman is thought to be a 

Comet, that bodes Mischief, when ever it appears…’ –

Bathsua Makin, 1671



‘The education of women should always be 

relative to that of men. To please, to be useful to 

us, to make us love and esteem them, to 

educate us when young, to take care of us when 

grown up, to advise, to console us, to render our 

lives easy and agreeable; these are the duties of 

women at all times, and what they should be 

taught in their infancy.’ – Rousseau, Emile

‘I may be accused of ignorance, still I must 

declare what I firmly believe, that all the writers 

who have written on the subject of female 

education and manners from Rousseau to Dr 

Gregory, have contributed to …degrade one half 

of the human species, and render women 

pleasing at the expense of every solid virtue’. 

– Mary Wollstonecraft





Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797)

■ Born to a declining middle class family in Spitalfields; 

father was a violent alcoholic. Mary physically defended 

her mother and sisters

■ Works as a lady’s companion, then sets up a Dissenter 

school with her sisters in Newington Green (and is later a 

governess)

■ Increasingly aware of how women’s subordination is 

enforced through education (or lack of)

■ Lives a vivid life in accordance with her ideals, staying in 

France during the Revolution

■ Life tragically cut short during the birth of her second 

daughter, Mary





Mary Wollstonecraft – key works

■ Thoughts on the Education of Daughters (1788)

■ Original Stories for Children (1788)

■ A Vindication of the Rights of Men (1790)

■ A Vindication of the Rights of Women (1792; published 

anonymously, but used her name in the second edition)

■ An Historical and Moral View on the French Revolution

(1794)

■ Letters Written in Sweden, Norway and Denmark 

(1796)

■ The Wrongs of Woman, or Maria (unfinished)



Redefining femininity

■ Take a look at the first excerpt on the handout. 

Read through and take note of how 

Wollstonecraft challenges traditional ideas of 

femininity.

■ What’s her argument? How does she make it? 

Discuss in small groups…



‘Civilized women are, therefore, so weakened by false 

refinement, that, respecting morals, their condition is 

much below what it would be were they left in a state 

nearer to nature… To remain, it may be said, innocent; 

they mean in a state of childhood… Fragile in every 

sense of the word, they are obliged to look up to man 

for every comfort… if fear in girls, instead of being 

cherished, perhaps, created, were treated in the same 

manner as cowardice in boys, we should quickly see 

women with more dignified aspects… 

I do not wish them to have power over men; but over 

themselves…’





Vindication of the Rights of Woman

■ Attacks restrictions on education that kept women in a 

state of “ignorance and slavish dependence”

■ Critical of a society that encouraged women to be “docile 

and attentive to their looks to the exclusion of all else”

■ Marriage was “legal prostitution”; women “may be 

convenient slaves, but slavery will have its constant 

effect, degrading the master and the abject dependent.”

■ Her book caused much controversy, with passionate 

attacks and defenses. Some radicals even declared that 

education for women would have been pointless



Empowering women

■ Turn to the second excerpt now. In groups, I’d like 

you to read through either the first paragraph or 

the second. The first explores how women have, 

in society, become the weaker sex; the second 

argues against that, and presents a new 

standard of human empowerment.

■ Again: what does she argue, and how does she 

make her argument?



■ 'The stamen of immortality ... is the perfectibility of 

reason.’

■ ‘It would be an endless task to trace the variety of 

meanness, cares, and sorrows, into which women 

are plunged by the prevailing opinion, that they were 

created rather to feel than reason, and that all the 

power they obtain must be obtained by their charms 

and weakness...’

■ ‘If women be educated for dependence; that is, to 

act according to the will of another fallible being, 

and submit, right or wrong, to power, where are we 

to stop?’

■ ‘The divine right of husbands, like the divine right of 

kings, may, it is hoped, in this enlightened age, be 

contested without danger.’





Marriage vs business

■ The third excerpt compares the different hopes 

and dreams young men and women are 

socialised to have. Read through and note if this 

theme reminds you of anything (e.g. Victorian 

novels). Are there any blind-spots or assumptions 

she also makes?

■ We’ll discuss the argument as a class.





‘In the middle rank of life, to continue the 

comparison, men, in their youth, are prepared for 

professions, and marriage is not considered as 

the grand feature in their lives; whilst women, on 

the contrary, have no other scheme to sharpen 

their faculties. It is not business, extensive plans, 

or any of the excursive flights of ambition, that 

engross their attention; no, their thoughts are not 

employed in rearing such noble structures. To rise 

in the world, and have the liberty of running from 

pleasure to pleasure, they must marry 

advantageously’



Education

■ Wollstonecraft was a passionate advocate of 

public education, and was sceptical of parental 

interference

■ Take a look at her programme for the reform of 

education. Consider its strengths and potential 

weaknesses

■ In the final part, let’s discuss in small groups 

then together: why is education so important in 

Wollstonecraft’s political thought? Do you agree 

with its emphasis?







Rounding up Wollstonecraft

■ Inequality between the sexes is an effect of 

unjustifiable social convention

■ Women are equally capable of reason, and should be 

educated in the same ways – not on unnecessary, 

‘feminine’ pursuits that perpetuate their weakness

■ Reason is a common standard that can lift all – and 

a gift from God. Education will also make wives 

better companions to their husbands

■ But Wollstonecraft doesn’t make an explicit 

statement on gender equality across the board, while 

her remarks on social station and class may seem 

not to go far enough…



Class recap

■ Introduce Mary Wollstonecraft and the context 
of women’s rights and education during the 
Enlightenment

■ Evaluate her arguments on the value of 
education and overturning social conventions 
around femininity and masculinity

■ Contextualise her thought among Locke, the 
French Revolution and others

■ Appraise whether reason and education can 
liberate, and for whom

Next week: Marx, Communism and Anarchism


